2001 chevy cavalier ac compressor

Your Account. Support Center. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select
Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses across the country, so you get your part as soon as
possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and
shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for is not
available online. Please contact us for further information. The air conditioning system in your
Chevrolet has a condenser, evaporator, compressor, accumulator-drier, and expansion device.
The AC Compressor pumps the liquid refrigerant throughout the system. It acts as junction
between the low pressure and high pressure sides of the AC system in order to maintain the
pressure difference and regulate refrigerant gases. If you are looking for a high-quality
Chevrolet Cavalier AC compressor, you have come to the right place. All the parts we sell for
your Chevrolet come with a warranty, unless mentioned otherwise on our website. Buy Auto
Parts offers a wide range of OEM replacements and premium aftermarket parts at affordable
prices. All our car parts are tested to meet or exceed industry standards. To view the parts that
fit your vehicle, you need to select the right year and model of your Chevrolet from our online
catalog. If you need assistance in finding the Chevrolet Cavalier AC compressor, call us and we
will find it for you. Customer satisfaction is our number one priority at Buy Auto Parts. As we
have warehouses all across the country, you can be assured of receiving your car parts from
the warehouse closest to your location, on time. Our USA-based auto parts specialists are here
to take care of your car part needs. Click here for Mobile version. Home Toggle navigation. Your
Account Support Center. We've got your back Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage
warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a full refund. Your part can be more easily
found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure Shopping. All rights reserved. The AC
compressor inside your Chevrolet Cavalier ensures that you don't have to constantly replace
the coolant or wait for it to cool down before you can enjoy your AC again. AC compressors
take this gas and reduce its volume to push the water and heat energy out faster. There are
many types of compressors, and most of those found in vehicles rely on rotary motion to pump
in and contract coolant gases. AC compressors are home to fluids that must be retained, so
they include external welded seals that keep things from escaping or open systems with flexible
seals. The modern, hermetically sealed AC compressors found in newer Chevrolet Cavalier
models can be left unused for years and then started up without a problem, but older Cavaliers
with open systems may require AC compressor replacements after sitting around for a long
time because their coolant may escape. They are available for the following Chevrolet Cavalier
years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89, 88,
87, 86, 85, This part is also sometimes called Chevrolet Cavalier Air Conditioning. Originally
ordered incorrect part for same car but model, which did not fit. After submitting a return due to
incorrect part, i got the payment for shipping of new compressor refunded. Great deal.
Compressor for the right year fit perfectly. Parts Geek is my new source of repair parts. Part
was exact fit good price and fast delivery. Will continue to order for future cars. Love Partsgeek.
PartsGeek is my go to parts supplier for inexpensive reliable auto motive parts. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30
days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always
has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE
Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part. Features: Direct fit replacement All
product needed to do the job right the first time Designed to meet or exceed OE fit, form, and
function Durability tested on every new design gpd Compressor Kits include, Compressor,
Accumulator, Expansion Device, and Rapid Seal Kits unless otherwise noted. The compressor
kit provides the components needed to complete the job right. All gpd Compressor kits are
application specific. Features: Direct fit replacement All product needed to do the job right the
first time Designed to meet or exceed OE fit, form, and function gpd Compressor Kits include,
Compressor, Accumulator, Expansion Device, and Rapid Seal Kits unless otherwise noted.
Durability tested on every new design. Product SKU: W Core Price [? New or Reman
Remanufactured. A , mile durability test is performed on every new compressor design. All 65
series compressors come with the proper amount of oil inside of the compressor for each
application. If you hear a loud Chevy Cavalier AC compressor noise when using your AC or if
you have weak cool air blowing from the system you may need a to check your air condition. If
you have no cool air at all then that is an indication that you may need a whole new Cavalier AC
compressor replacement. The compressor is the part of the air condition unit that pressurizes
the refrigerant and pumps it through the AC system. Areas to Check If you discover your Chevy
Cavalier AC compressor not working you need to check some different parts before determining
what the actual problem is. An AC compressor clutch can fail and is a piece that you should

check. The clutch will engage and cause the compressor to work properly. If you have an AC
compressor not engaging it doesn't necessarily mean your Chevy Cavalier AC compressor
clutch is bad. The problem could be as simple as your AC fuse that is blown. If you experience
fuses that are blown out consistently then you may have a dirty condenser coil. Relay Option If
all the above-mentioned parts seem to be functioning correctly, you have the option to check
the AC compressor relay. This piece is no different than any other electrical relay. The electrical
contacts will eventually wear out or even burn out. Some symptoms of a weak AC relay are
inconsistent cooling, your AC compressor not turning on, or no cold air at all. In the final
analysis, if you determine that you need to replace the compressor, it is advisable to replace the
contributing parts as well. This includes AC drier. The AC drier acts as a filter against moisture
and debris for your new AC system. Don't Run It Dry You have determined that you need to do a
Chevy Cavalier AC compressor removal and replace it with a new one and you don't want to run
it dry. New AC compressor units usually come pre-oiled. However, just to be safe you can read
the book that came with the new one or investigate the exact compressor online. The point is to
not engage the compressor and let it run without oil in it. One final note is to turn the
compressor by hand once it is installed to get the oil out of the cylinders and moved around
before starting it up. Being conscious and taking these precautions can lower any future
replacement cost. That is money you can save by doing the work yourself. There are plenty of
very detailed videos available online to walk you through each step. As for the parts, check out
the online parts retailer PartsGeek. You will receive the exact parts you need quickly and at big
savings. We only sell auto parts online. Our overhead is very low and so are our prices. Read
more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Chevrolet Cavalier. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Cavalier.
Catalog: A. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: N. Honda City helped make these
videos. When the air conditioner in your Chevrolet Cavalier starts blowing hot air, you likely
have a freon leak. Most refrigerants include a leak sealer that will seal small leaks in addition to
filling the Ra refrigerant. If there is a problem with your compressor or evaporator, adding freon
will not restore cooling. How to add freon to your Chevrolet Cavalier: hook up the can of
refrigerant likely ra to the low pressure port. When your compressor kicks on, add freon to the
correct pressure. In addition to cooling, freon lubricates the compressor when it runs. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. On many
cars, the high beam bulb runs at reduced power during the day - check 'em and change 'em! If
your car is leaking a small amount of power steering fluid - see this video on how to fix the leak.
Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling
and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development
costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Car
Displayed: Chevrolet Camaro 3. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier
has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace brights.
Sedan 4 Door. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant should perform well under any condition just like Aaron Rodgers! Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air filter is located
and how to determine if it needs to be changed. Quick fix for minor power steering fluid leaks.
See all videos for the Chevrolet Camaro. We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket
Branded Items Genuine OEM Items Private Label Items Unbranded 6 Items 6. Not Specified 55
Items Delphi 89 Items Dorman 94 Items Four Seasons Items Global Parts Distributors Items
Universal Air Conditioner Items Unspecified Length Items Lifetime 72 Items New Items New
other see details 6 Items 6. Remanufactured 78 Items Used Items Please provide a valid price
range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More
filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Chevrolet Cavalier. Enter Trim Tell
us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text
are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Blower Control Switch. Blower
Motor. Blower Motor Pigtail. Blower Motor Relay. Blower Motor Resistor. Heater Core. Heater
Hose. Heater Hose Connector. Heater Hose Set. Heater Valve. Heater Vent Cover. R12
Refrigerant Oil. Schrader Valve. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Cooling

System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. AC
Delco. Four Seasons. Spectra Premium. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Features: Direct fit
replacement All product needed to do the job right the first time Designed to meet or exceed OE
fit, form, and function gpd Compressor Kits include, Compressor, Accumulator, Expansion
Device, and Rapid Seal Kits unless otherwise noted. The compressor kit provides the
components needed to complete the job right. All gpd Compressor kits are application specific.
Durability tested on every new design. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. A , mile
durability test is performed on every new compressor design. All 65 series compressors come
with the proper amount of oil inside of the compressor for each application. Features: All
components are designed to meet or exceed O. Core Price [? Features: years of OE experience,
supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket
part. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground Shipping. Image is not vehicle specific.
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Product Remark: Standard Temp. Catalog: B.
Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Cavalier. Catalog: A. Vehicle Chevrolet Cavalier. Catalog: C. Catalog:
N. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March edited March in Chevrolet. Hi all,
Currently own a Cavalier 2. Yes there are some criteria you have to meet for clutch to engage 1.
High and low pressure between? I meet all the criteria for the compressor to engage although I
can't check high and low pressure and the clutch will not engage. Problem is extremely
intermittent with no real rhyme or reason. Dealer says it works properly but I know they are full
of it. Any advice may help. Thank you. April Eventually, it stopped completely. One mechanic
said that '98 Cavaliers were used as fleet vehicles, and that he has had a couple come in with
AC problems as well. Has anyone else had problems? June Hey, I have something weird. The
standard fan control on a '98 cavalier. It has 4 settings. The 1st one low works ok, but the
medium low doesn't work. Anyone help me out with that? Is there something I can check on
that? Not too easy to change but I can give you some tips if you want to DIY. Its behind the
heater blower motor, remove that first, then two 7mm screws. You will see when you get there.
September My girlfriend owns a Cavalier and is having some problems with the front defroster
and the floor air flow. I did a quick check last night and the fan works at all speeds fine, but the
air flow won't switch from the panel to the floor or the defroster. Can someone tell me what is
wrong and what I can do to fix it? It takes for ever for the car to get warm and the air conditioner
light appears when it shouldnt. I'm curious to know whats the cause of it is too. As far as the
vents not changing, you might have to pull the dash apart and see if you have anything loose in
the HVAC controls. October I do not have any of the problems you mention. What I was
suggesting was to take the dash apart and see if any of the controls have come loose for the
vent position switch. Until you can find the problem, in any of the vent positions, you will still
get heat out. You just won't be able to defrost your windows. Bad in a cold climate. As stated,
check for loose connections in the HVAC controls. Chris, I also have a Cav. You have described
my exact problem to a tee. If you find out what it is, please post it. I have checked vaccum
lines,fuses,etc. I have found out nothing yet, but it is getting cold in the north. I do have
recirculation and vent but nothing else. I just wish it was stuck on defrost too! When I put it on
defrost, I do see the green light come on but that is it. I'm stumped. Chris, I believe the problem
you have is a broken or kinked cable. If the green light comes on when you turn the knob to
defrost, than more then likely it is the cable. Remove the access panel on the left side near the
accelerator and the small panel that covers the brake switch also. You can see directly behind
the switch that you are concerned with. I had to manually move the vent door because my cable
was kinked and frayed. LEAVE the unit in defrost position for the winter or until you can get it
repaired or replace the cable yourself. You need a flashlight. Good Luck! March Bought my
Cavalier new and have kept up with it as I should with regular checks, etc. Have had several
problems thru the years Took it in to a air conditioning specialist. They said they put some dye
into the system I just went ahead and paid for the dye and the service and the added RA. He
said it may hold for 2 days, 2 weeks or 2 mos. I am wondering exactly what I should do about
this. When I asked that question After all If you ask me I tried to stand my ground and ask
questions etc. I really wonder Any thoughts on this ordeal I would like to hear from you. Thanks
in advance for reading. If the case is cracked any repairs probably would be temporary. You'd
still have to pay all the labor charges anyway, it's better to go with a remanufactured unit in the
long run. All I can say is shop around to see if you can get a better price. Thanks for your reply.
You are probably right I noticed that you used the words remanufactured I suppose Yes they
turn it in to cover the 'core' charge. Places that rebuild auto parts charge more if you don't have
a core or turn in a unit so trashed they can't use it. I worked for years as a mechanic this is
standard practice. There are lots of places that specialize in rebuilding auto parts and MOST

stand behind their work. July Hi all. I am a new member here. I logged in to share my problem
with you guyz and get some feedback. I have a Cavalier-automatic Recently i started feeling a
kind of choking in my engine when i switch on the AC. When the compressor is on, the engine
becomes very heavy and there is a huge noise when i press the gas, if i switch off the AC, the
engine is as smooth as it was earlier. What could be the reason? The dealer says there is no
much diff Any suggestions guys? May be the compressor is weak? August I have a Z24 convert.
Yesterday my daughter was driving the car and noticed that the speedometer went to 0 [she was
doing about 35 at the time], all the warning lights started flashing on the dashboard and the
engine cut off. I had it towed home. Anybody have any ideas regarding where I should look
next? Does anyone think ECM is involved? I'm having the same problem as mentioned above
with the vent cable. Last winter the cable froze and when I tried to turn the knob the cable
kinked and slipped off the control arm. I have managed to get the vent into the defrost position
but would like to change out the cable. Does anyone know the best way to access this cable
without pulling the entire dashboard out? Hello again. Filled AC with refrigerant correctly after
illing it a month earlier and was only able to fill it midway into the blue and will not go further up
even after using a whole can. A day later the AC is still at the same spot on the guage but isn't
really cold but makes it bearable. My father's Chevy Blazer same year had the same problem but
eventually fixed itself. I'm going to use the refrigerant with stop leak to fill it again but I'm a little
cautious. Advice or Green light would be a great help. Thanks for the help about the mildew.
DON'T use stop leak, to get it going after that will cost you thousands. Only put in straight a or
with dye so you can find the leak. The mostly likely place for a Cavalier to leak is the shaft seal
on the V-5 compressor. Unfortunately, for ease, you will need to remove the dash. Chris I had
the same problem. The cable that is connected to the back side of the control knob is kinked.
Take the cover that is located to the right of the gas pedal off and the cover that is just above
the break pedal off. You will have to lay on your back to reach the cable. The cable is located
behind the knob. It helps to turn the knob back and forth to locate it. Pull the cable up and off of
the back of the control knob and straighten it with a pair of pliers and snap back on to the
control knob. You may have to follow the cable up to where it connects to the vent control and
manualy move the vent control up and down a couple of times to get the cable moving freely.
Good luck. It took me about 15 min to complete the repair. My cavalier is overheating when i
have the heat on. IT blows out cold air unless it is on defrost then it still blows out warm air. But
it still runs hot. WHat is going on? Sounds like your low on coolant. Air will blow from the
passenger vent, floor, and defroster but not from the two middle and driver's side vents. The
switch seems to be working fine, because I can hear a little air coming out of the vents. Is there
a hose that connects just those 3 vents? My Rear Window Defogger is no longer working.
Replaced the fuse even though passed continuity test , the switch LED comes on and there is
voltage supplied testing the pins at the back of the connector when the button is pushed. There
are a purple and black wire coming out of the connector that backprobe fine about an inch or so
but the purple one does not test continuous from one end to the positive window terminal. My
Haynes manual doesn't show the wiring for the rear defogger so I'm wondering if there is a
fusible link somewhere or a relay or something I should be looking at, or even where the heck
this purple wire is routed to in the car. Any help? November I have the same problem, and I
guess the same Haynes manuala s post Wondering if anyone knows something about it. I have
a cavalier. I think it is just a fuse. I've checked the fuses in the dash no problem there. Is there
another fuse for the air conditioner that I can check before I go broke paying a mechanic.
Thanks in advance. Could be low on a, circuit board is not much to go on. It could very well be a
compressor problem. I have a 91 Chevy Cavalier RS 2. It did the same thing from the time I got it
in We live in Northeast Texas. Does anyone have any idea of what fair labor costs should be? If
your compressor seized while driving, you can count on big bucks. If the AC just went warm
one day, you might get lucky and only have a leak. Hi, Thanks for your reply. They replaced the
compressor, dryer, orifice filter, vaccuum, and replaced freon oil, and recharged with 2 cans of
freon. We also had them replace the spark plugs while they were working on it because the
head had busted not long ago and the mechanic failed to replace all of the spark plugs. All in all,
it wasn't too bad. Sounds like a very fair price for all that work. If the compressor seizes, that
send debris throughout the system and that requires replacing even more than you had done.
But I think you got a good deal if it was done competently. My Cavalier is acting up. This seems
to be intermittent because the vents worked a week ago and now they have stopped. Any
suggestions? The AC blows cool air from all the other vents. I have a 97 Cavalier. I don't know
what to do. I know that it its not the blower motor or the switch bc those both have recently
been changed. Um, I think it maybe an electrically problem but i don't know where to start.
Please Help, I need some air I have a 92 Cavalier RS 2. Air comes out of the vents only, no
heater seeting, deforst setting or "mix" setting. Any hints? December A loud clicking sound

started on the passenger side of my Cavalier. I traced it to the blower motor in the car. I was told
that there is probably a leaf or stick in there which I believe to be true. Does anyone know how
to take that out? It is not obvious to me. Thank you, Jim. Look under the passenger side foot
well and you will the motor housing pointing straight down, easy job to remove. This problem
has been with me for about a month now consistantly. Air is cold. It's HOT in Florida,help. The
V-5 compressor does not cycle, it is variable. Need more information. What isn't working? Ok I
did think the AC would have a period where it clicked and there was less tug on the engine As
far as air flow I am referring to just that It blows from upper vents and some air blows from
below the dash around my feet from some uncertain source. I appreciate your comments. Not
sure what you have there, when there is a vacuum leak air only comes out the defrost vents. It
sounds like the air flow knob is not selecting any mode. Yes that seems to be the case actually
and it's not intermitant May My AC in my car is very week does not seem to be very cold at all to
the point were I think it might not be working at all. I have never had it recharged before could it
just need to be charged with freon again??? Or do you think it would have a leak? This winter I
also noticed that my vents only work if I turn the variable fan switch to Maximun speed do you
think this has anything to do with it? I am having the exact same problem with my '03 cavalier.
Have you found a fix yet? Sign In or Register to comment. Our mobile mechanics offer services
7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to
your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An AC system has many
components: compressor, condenser, receiver dryer, evaporator, and hoses. The AC
compressor has several moving parts including pistons and valves. These internal parts can
fail, causing the AC compressor to stop working. It is common for the internal parts of the
compressor to come apart and disperse metallic debris throughout the system. Consequently, it
is a requirement to replace the orifice tube and the receiver dryer when replacing the
compressor since some of the debris may have ended up there. For an AC compressor to work,
it needs a clutch, bearing, and an electrical connector. The clutch can burn or the bearing can
fail. If the bearing or clutch have failed, it is recommended that the compressor be replaced.
Sometimes replacing the entire compressor with a remanufactured one can be cheaper than
replacing an individual clutch or bearings. It is also common for the seals in the AC compressor
to go bad. If the seals no longer hold, you will need a new compressor, as the seals cannot be
replaced. A compressor may also fail if there is sludge or debris in the air conditioning system.
If there is sludge or debris, the hoses, evaporator, and condenser should be flushed to get rid of
the contaminants. When it is not possible to flush the parts, you may need to replace those
parts. This service comes with receiver dryer and orifice tube. It is very common for metals from
the compressors to go throughout the system and get caught in different components. If the
compressor is replaced without the dryer and the orifice tube, it will ruin the new compressor
and it will not be covered by the warranty from parts manufacturers. The most common reason
for an AC compressor to fail is leaky seals and inadequate lubrication. If you notice a change in
the temperature of the air through the AC vents not as cold as it should be , get it inspected. In
addition to your comfort, air conditioning systems add value to your vehicle. You should keep
your AC fully operational. In some systems, the hot and cold air are blended to achieve the
desired temperature setting. In these cases, when the AC system fails, you will not only NOT get
any cold air, but the entire temperature regulation is thrown off. Estimate price near me. Service
Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: This service comes with receiver dryer and orifice
tube. How it's done: Check for pressure in the AC system. Check for power and ground at the
compressor. If compressor is found to be faulty, remove all of the refrigerant. Flush all foreign
materials from the AC System. Install new compressor, receiver drier, and orifice tube. Evacuate
and recharge the AC system. Leak check for any system leaks. Check for proper operation of
AC system. Our recommendation: The most common reason for an AC compressor to fail is
leaky seals and inadequate lubrication. What common symptoms indicate you may need to
replace the AC Compressor? No cold air from the vents. Clicking sound from under the engine.
AC not working. How important is this service? Number of Chevrolet Cavalier services
completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Meet some of our expert Chevrolet mechan
chevy caprice motor
1985 ford f150 owners manual
molex to sata wiring diagram
ics Real customer reviews from Chevrolet owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary.
Jason 0 years of experience. Request Jason. Excellent service and very professional in
addressing customer needs for car repair! Michael 19 years of experience. Request Michael.

Cavalier - Car is not starting - Upland, CA. Excellent service and very knowledgeable with auto
diagnostics and repair recommendations. Also very thorough in explaining the diagnostics and
symptoms of the car problems. Mohammed 7 years of experience. Request Mohammed.
Cavalier - Car is overheating - Cary, NC. Mohammed was extremely knowledgable about the
issue and was very helpful and kind about it all. Definitely would schedule another appointment
with him! Claud 6 years of experience. Request Claud. Claud was very professional with his
work very respectful and very friendly, when i had questions he would answer them and he did
a amazing job his work speaks for itself and I have no complaints. How can we help? Read FAQ.

